DONATION FORM

Canadian Foundation for the Advancement of Orthodontics
2800 • 14th Avenue, Suite 210, Markham, ON L3R 0E4
Tel: 1-877-226-8800 • (416) 491-3186 • Fax: (416) 491-1670 • E-mail: cao@associationconcepts.com

Donation: (Please select one)
☐ McIntyre Membership  ☐ Friend
☐ Gift in honour of ____________________________
☐ General  ☐ Corporate
☐ In Memorium of ____________________________
☐ Other ____________________________

Address:
Number & Street ____________________________
City ____________________________ Province/State ____________________________ Postal/Zip Code ____________________________
Telephone ____________________________ Fax ____________________________ E-mail ____________________________

Declaration
☐ I hereby authorize the Canadian Association of Orthodontists to publish my name in the Newsletter and Directory as a contributor to the Canadian Foundation for the Advancement of Orthodontics and/or a member of the McIntyre Fellowship and/or Friend of the CFAO.

Date: ____________________________ Signature: ____________________________

☐ Credit Card 
☐ or make cheque payable to CFAO

Credit Card #: ____________________________ Expiry Date: ______/____

Name on Card: ____________________________ Signature: ____________________________

We are grateful for your decision to support Orthodontic Research in Canada
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CFAO Mission Statement...

The Canadian Foundation for the Advancement of Orthodontics is a federally chartered Not-For-Profit organization. Its objectives are:

- to promote the advancement of the science and art of orthodontics and dental-facial orthopaedics
- to encourage and assist scientific and clinical research in educational institutions
- to support the dissemination of scientific and clinical knowledge and improved technical skills, to further the public awareness of the benefits of orthodontic health care rendered by certified specialists in orthodontics
- to encourage others to contribute to the advancement of orthodontics.

The Benefits of Contributing...

To date, over $75,000 has been distributed to Canadian Universities from the CFAO. In 2004/2005, the CFAO donated a total of $30,000 to support The Burlington Growth Centre Campaign (records data in a more protected format). The CFAO continues to fund orthodontic residents in all five Canadian postgraduate programs in order to attend the CAO Scientific Sessions. The students of today are the orthodontists of the future and we want to support bringing them into our wonderful profession. Our mandate includes forging a long-term goal to help Canadian universities and the Canadian educators’ group.

There are many ways to contribute:

- McIntyre Fellowship
- Gift in honour of ____________________________
- In Memorium
- General Donation
- Friend of the CFAO
- Company Sponsorship

Ways to Contribute...

McIntyre Fellowship

In 1978 the CFAO was created in honour of Dr. Reyburn R. McIntyre, the founding President of the Canadian Association of Orthodontists. His foresight, great leadership skills and devotion to orthodontics were inspirational. We still feel the effects of his accomplishments today.

CFAO members who make a one time, tax-deductible contribution of $500.00 to the CFAO, are made McIntyre Fellows. They also receive recognition for their contribution in an upcoming Bulletin and perpetual mention in the CAO Directory.

GIFT

Want to provide an unique thank you to your fellow Orthodontist? By contributing to the CFAO, the recipient of the acknowledgement will receive a customized card detailing who contributed the gift and why (no dollar amount), as well as acknowledgement in an upcoming Bulletin (for example, Congratulations on 10 years in practice, honorarium for speaking engagement).

FRIEND OF THE CFAO

(For McIntyre Fellows) – Exclusive

A donation of $250 will grant you life-long status as a Friend of the CFAO. Already a McIntyre Fellow and want to do more? With your contribution, you will receive a Friend of the CFAO certificate, acknowledgement in the Bulletin and perpetual recognition in the Directory as well as a tax-deductible receipt for the full amount.

CORPORATE DONATIONS

Corporations are welcome to donate. Every year the CFAO approaches corporations to support the Foundation. We appreciate their continued support.

Your gift will be appreciated by succeeding generations of orthodontic graduate students. Please give us your generous consideration.

IN MEMORIAM

A donation to the CFAO reinforces the hard work devoted in the area of specialization.

The family will receive a customized card detailing who contributed the donation (no dollar amount) as well as acknowledgement in an upcoming Bulletin. We, also, send a copy of the Bulletin to the Family.

CFAO McIntyre Members
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"* indicates McIntyre Fellow